To: All Recessed Kayak Pool Customers
From: Kayak Pools Midwest
Re: Pool Winterization and Water Levels
September 21, 2015
If you have purchased a Kayak Pool and have had it recessed more than two feet there are
four major differences in the "standard winterization procedure" outlined in your
Homeowners Manual and on our website that we will address here.
1.Never drop your water level for any reason without first contacting Kayak Pools
Midwest at 800.31.KAYAK ext 600
2. Unhook your return line from just past the frogger or salt system and blow the line out
with a shop vac or air compressor. While blowing into the line, have someone on the pool
deck at the return and when they see bubbles coming out of the return, have them put in
the return plug securely. We have just eliminated the water in this line and any chance of
it freezing and causing damage.
3. Do exactly the same thing with the skimmer but once you see bubbles coming out of
the skimmer, put the aquador cover over the skimmer and securely fasten it. Again, this
takes two people to accomplish.
4. Far as the two bottom drains go, for obvious reasons we cannot eliminate the water in
them so we have to prevent them from freezing so you will need to get four gallons of
RV antifreeze (DO NOT USE CAR ANTIFREEZE) and you want to unhook the bottom
drain line from the ball valve hold higher if necessary above the water level and start
pouring antifreeze into the line. Keep pouring the antifreeze until you have used it all up
or you see red coming out of the bottom drains. Once done, insure the line is higher than
the water level(tie up securely if necessary) if this falls below the water level, you will
drain your pool.
If you have ANY specific questions whatsoever, please do not hesitate to contact us
directly.
Regards,
Kayak Pools Midwest

